Category: Necessary
Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and
access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.
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Used to distribute traffic to the
website on several servers in order
to optimise response times.
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accepted the cookie consent box
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accepted the cookie consent box.

Category: Preferences
Preference cookies enable a website to remember information that changes the way the website
behaves or looks, like your preferred language or the region that you are in.
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Remembers the u ser's selected language
version of a website.
Set by LinkedIn when a web page contains an
embedded "Follow us" panel.
Used to determine the optimal video quality
based on the visitor's device and network
settings.

Category: Statistics
Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting
and reporting information anonymously.
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Used by Google Tag Manager to
control the loading of a Google
Analytics script tag.
Registers a unique ID that is
used to generate statistical data
on how the visitor uses the
website.
Used by Google Analytics to
throttle request rate
Registers a unique ID that is
used to generate statistical data
on how the visitor uses the
website
Used to send data to Google
Analytics about the visitor's
device and behaviour. Tracks
the visitor across devices and
marketing channels.
Registers statistical data on
users' behaviour on the website.
Used for in tern al analytics by
the website operator.
Th is cookie contain s an ID
string on the current session.
This contains non -personal
information on what subpages
the visitor enters – this
information is used to optimize
the visitor's experience.
Registers statistical data on
users' behaviour on the website.
Used for in tern al analytics by
the website operator
Used to determine the optimal
video quality based on the
visitor's device and network
settings.

Category: Marketing
Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are
relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third
party advertisers.
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Used by Google AdWords to re-engage
visitors that are likely to con vert to customers
based on the visitor's online behaviour across
websites.
Used by the social networking service,
LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded
services.
Used by the social networking service,
LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded
services.
Registers a unique ID on mobile devices to
enable tracking based on geographical GPS
location.
Used by Google DoubleClick to register an d
report the website user's actions after viewing
or clicking one of the advertiser's ads with the
purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad
and to present targeted ads to the user
Used by the social networking service,
LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded
services.
Used by the social networking service,
LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded
services
Unclassified
Used to check if the user’s browser supports
cookies.
Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in
order to present relevant advertisement
based on the
visitor's preferences.
Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on
pages with integrated YouTube videos.
Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of
what videos from YouTube the user has seen.

